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Abstract

Use of cannabis to alleviate headache and migraine is relatively common, yet research on its effectiveness remains sparse. We sought to determine whether inhalation of cannabis decreases headache and migraine ratings as well as whether gender, type of cannabis (concentrate vs. flower), and other factors contribute to amplitude and direction of change. We conducted a prospective cohort study of 37 adult cannabis users (21 women) who self-administered cannabis via inhalation using bud and concentrate products. The primary outcome was headache and migraine severity ratings after cannabis use, which were compared with baseline severity ratings. We also examined the relationship between baseline severity and cannabis use (dose) over a six-month period.
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Highlights

- Headache and migraine ratings were reduced by nearly 50% after using cannabis
- Men reported larger reductions in headache after cannabis use than women
- Cannabis concentrates were related to larger reductions in headache than flower
- Evidence for tolerance to effects of cannabis on headache and migraine was detected
- Evidence for medication overuse headache was not detected

Abstract

Use of cannabis to alleviate headache and migraine is relatively common, yet research on its effectiveness remains sparse. We sought to determine whether inhalation of cannabis decreases headache and migraine ratings as well as whether gender, type of cannabis (concentrate vs. flower), and other factors contribute to amplitude and direction of change. We conducted a prospective cohort study of 37 adult cannabis users (21 women) who self-administered cannabis via inhalation using bud and concentrate products. The primary outcome was headache and migraine severity ratings after cannabis use, which were compared with baseline severity ratings. We also examined the relationship between baseline severity and cannabis use (dose) over a six-month period.
flower), THC, CBD, or dose contribute to changes in these ratings. Finally, we explored evidence for tolerance to these effects. Archival data were obtained from Strainprint™, a medical cannabis app that allows patients to track symptoms before and after using different strains and doses of cannabis. Latent change score models and multilevel models were used to analyze data from 12,293 sessions where cannabis was used to treat headache and 7,441 sessions where cannabis was used to treat migraine. There were significant reductions in headache and migraine ratings after cannabis use. Men reported larger reductions in headache than women and use of concentrates was associated with larger reductions in headache than flower. Further, there was evidence of tolerance to these effects.

Perspective: Inhaled cannabis reduces self-reported headache and migraine severity by approximately 50%. However, its effectiveness appears to diminish across time and patients appear to use larger doses across time, suggesting tolerance to these effects may develop with continued use.
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Introduction

Use of cannabis to treat headache dates back hundreds to thousands of years, and is currently widespread among medical cannabis users. Nearly 36% of medical cannabis users reported using cannabis to treat headache/migraine; moreover, they retrospectively reported an average 3.6-point decrease (on a 10-point scale) in headache severity after cannabis use. Similarly, 40% of patients for whom medical cannabis was recommended for migraine reported a positive effect, with a decrease in migraine frequency from 10.4 to 4.6 migraines/month. Moreover, another study found that approximately 2/3 of cannabis users indicated slight to substantial decreases in use of other migraine medications after initiating medical cannabis use. These studies suggest that many individuals are using cannabis to treat headache and migraine, and that users experience some therapeutic effect. To date, however, there has only been one randomized, double-blind study of cannabinoid treatment for headache or migraine. Conducted in 30 outpatients with medication overuse headache, this study showed that nabibone (a synthetic cannabinoid) was more effective than ibuprofen in reducing pain intensity, reducing intake of other analgesics, and increasing quality of life.

Preclinical studies also suggest that cannabinoids may be effective for migraine. Using a rat model of migraine (in which dural inflammation suppresses wheel-running), sumitriptan, morphine, and delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) each prevented migraine-suppressed wheel-running. However, rats given morphine repeatedly showed tolerance to morphine's anti-migraine effect and increased sensitivity to further migraine induction, echoing the tolerance and medication overuse headache phenomena observed in human migraineurs. In contrast, rats did not develop tolerance to THC's anti-migraine effect. THC likely acts similarly to the endocannabinoid anandamide, which inhibits vasodilation of dural blood vessels and decreases release of calcitonin gene-related peptide from trigeminal neurons, two of the many mechanisms that are known to contribute to migraine. The fact that patients with chronic migraine have been found to be anandamide-deficient further suggests that an under-responsive endocannabinoid system contributes to migraine susceptibility.

In the present study, we used a large archival dataset obtained from the medical cannabis app Strainprint™ to address questions regarding the perceived efficacy of cannabis in medical cannabis users who used the app to track changes in headache or migraine from before to after cannabis use. The primary objective of the present study was to examine whether inhaled cannabis would decrease headache and migraine severity ratings. The second objective was to explore factors that predict such decreases, including gender, type of cannabis, CBD and THC content, and dose. Based on preclinical studies showing greater antinociceptive sensitivity to cannabinoids in females compared to males, we predicted that the perceived analgesic efficacy of cannabis would be greater in women than men. Given that CBD enhancement of THC-induced antinociception has been found in animals, and suggestions that the ratio of THC to CBD modulates some cannabis effects, we also explored interactions between THC and CBD in predicting change in headache and migraine severity ratings.

The third objective was to investigate the development of tolerance to the putative effects of
cannabis on headache and migraine, and to examine change in baseline headache/migraine severity ratings as a function of the repeated use of cannabis to manage these symptoms. We included this objective because tolerance to cannabis among chronic cannabis users has been well-documented, and the phenomenon of medication overuse headache, which occurs in approximately 15% of migraine patients, may be related to the development of tolerance to migraine medications.

Method

Procedure

Archival data from Strainprint were obtained. This free medical cannabis app provides individuals with a means of tracking changes in symptom severity as a function of different doses and strains of cannabis. During the initial set-up period, individuals enter basic demographic information (gender [male, female, other] and date of birth) as well as their medical conditions and symptoms. Subsequently, individuals open the app immediately prior to using cannabis to manage their conditions/symptoms. They first select the condition/symptom for which they are about to use cannabis to manage. They are then prompted to enter the strain of cannabis that they are about to use by selecting from a list of over 1,000 strains sold by licensed medical cannabis distributors and cannabis concentrate producers in Canada. The THC and CBD content for each of these strains is prepopulated in the app and was obtained by analyses conducted by one of Health Canada’s licensed dealers, with the exception of the cannabis concentrate content data which were obtained from the concentrate manufacturers’ websites. Health Canada enforces strict production guidelines, quality control guidelines and mandatory lab testing from all ministry approved licensed dealers. This mandatory lab testing includes five stages of processing: preparation, chromatography, general spectrometry, heavy metal spectrometry, and microbial analysis. Strainprint app users may also enter additional strain names and cannabinoid content (% THC, % CBD) for products that are not prepopulated in the app, but we did not include session data that had user-generated cannabinoid content. Users track their medical cannabis sessions by: 1) rating the severity of each symptom/condition on a scale of 0 (none) to 10 (extreme) before using cannabis, 2) identifying their method of administration (smoke, oil, vape, dab bubbler, dab portable, edible, pill, spray, transdermal, tincture), and 3) indicating the dose (e.g., number of puffs). Twenty minutes after cannabis use, individuals are prompted (via a push notification) to re-rate the severity of their symptom(s)/condition(s).

For the present study, we obtained anonymous data from medical cannabis users who used the app to track the effectiveness of cannabis to treat headache and/or migraine. Specifically, we obtained data on these individuals’ anonymous ID codes; cannabis treatment session numbers; gender; age; symptoms; self-reported headache/migraine severity before each tracked session of medical cannabis use; self-reported headache/migraine severity after each tracked session of medical cannabis use; cannabinoid content (% THC, % CBD) for the cannabis used in each session; the method of obtaining the cannabinoid content data (i.e., licensed dealer vs. user-generated); as well as the method of administration and dose for each session. As part of the app terms of use, individuals agree that the data may be used for any purpose deemed appropriate by Strainprint. The Office of Research Assurances at Washington State University determined that this anonymous archival study was exempt from the need for IRB review.

Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria

As depicted in Figure 1, data were obtained from 1,876 cannabis users who collectively used the app 22,491 times to track changes in their headache severity, and from 1,019 users who together used the app 14,091 times to track changes in migraine severity over a 16-month period (February 2017 to June 2018). Given potential differences in onset and efficacy among different routes of administration (e.g., oral vs. inhaled), only tracked sessions in which individuals indicated administering cannabis via inhalation methods (smoking, vaping, concentrates, dab bubbler, dab portable) were selected (n=17,856; 79.4% of headache data and n=11,664; 82.8% of migraine data). Tracked sessions that involved cannabis administration via other methods (e.g., tincture, edibles) were excluded from the present study. As the acute subjective effects of inhaled cannabis peak at about 10-30 minutes and taper off after 3-4 hours, only tracked inhalation sessions for individuals who re-rated their symptoms within 4 hours were included (n=15,144 tracked headache sessions and n=10,070 tracked migraine sessions). Finally, we excluded tracked sessions for which THC and CBD values were entered by users due to concerns with the validity and reliability of those data.
Participants

The final sample comprised 1,306 medical cannabis users who used the app 12,293 times to track changes in headache and 653 medical cannabis users who used the app 7,441 times to track changes in migraine severity. Descriptive statistics on the samples, the THC and CBD concentrations in the cannabis used, and the number of tracked sessions for headache and migraine are shown in Table 1.

Table 1
Descriptive Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symptom</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th># Sessions</th>
<th>THC Content</th>
<th>CBD Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Headache</td>
<td>n = 812 (62.2%) W; Range 18-74</td>
<td>Range 1-985</td>
<td>Range 0 - 77%</td>
<td>Range 0 - 50.7%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n=485 (37.1%) M; M=34.39</td>
<td>M=79.53</td>
<td>M=14.49%</td>
<td>M=2.58%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n=9 (0.7%)</td>
<td>SD=8.64</td>
<td>SD=159.51</td>
<td>SD=7.14%</td>
<td>SD=4.91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Migraine</td>
<td>n = 424 (64.9%) W; Range 18-65</td>
<td>Range 1-599</td>
<td>Range 0 - 77%</td>
<td>Range 0 - 34%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n=225 (34.5%) M; M=33.00</td>
<td>M=80.85</td>
<td>M=14.88%</td>
<td>M=2.49%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n=4 (0.6%)</td>
<td>SD=8.97</td>
<td>SD=111.28</td>
<td>SD=6.91%</td>
<td>SD=4.67%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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n denotes sample size, W denotes woman, M denotes man, ? denotes unknown, M denotes mean, SD denotes standard deviation

Data Analysis

The percentage of tracked sessions in which a reduction in severity, an increase in severity, and no change in severity were reported following cannabis use were computed separately for headache and migraine. Gender differences in these percentages were then examined using chi-square analyses.

For each headache or migraine episode, we used a two-time points latent change score (LCS) model to examine changes between the severity ratings from before to after the tracked session of medical cannabis use. LCS models use a within-subjects approach to examine changes within people over time. The LCS model is specified using a structural equation modeling (SEM) approach to model the change between “before” and “after” cannabis use as a latent factor.

Within the context of SEM, the latent change factor (∆RATING), is measured by the “after” cannabis use severity rating with a factor loading fixed to 1. This creates a latent factor that captures the change between the “before” and “after” cannabis use severity ratings (see Figure 2).
Rating\_T2). Change (Δ\text{Rating}) between the two timepoints is modeled as a latent variable. The model shown is just identified, which means there are as many estimated parameters as there are pieces of information from the data provided. Thus, model fit indices are not available.

Specifying the LCS model in an SEM framework allows three important questions to be addressed. First, the mean of the latent change factor (Δ RATING) provides an estimate of the average change over time. A negative mean of the LCS factor suggests that, on average, participants’ severity ratings decreased from before to after the cannabis use session. Second, the LCS model also estimates the variance of the latent change factor, which indicates the heterogeneity across participants regarding the average difference (i.e., the extent to which individuals differed in their change in ratings from before to after cannabis use). Third, the covariance between severity scores from before cannabis use and the latent change factor (Δ RATING) indicates the extent to which the change in severity is proportional to severity scores before cannabis use.

Conditional LCS models allow for the addition of predictors to the latent change factor. Estimates for each predictor can be interpreted as beta coefficients that estimate the effect of the predictor variable on the change. When a latent change score is positive it indicates that higher values on the predictor variable are associated with less of a decrease in severity ratings from before to after cannabis use, while negative estimates indicate higher values on the predictor variable are associated with more of a decrease in ratings. All LCS models were estimated using Mplus (version 8.2) with maximum likelihood with robust standard errors to account for nesting of repeated measures within participants.

Univariate LCS models were estimated to test the first two study objectives. A baseline model without any predictor variables was first estimated to describe the nature of change in severity ratings from before to after cannabis use (objective 1). Next, two conditional models were estimated that added predictor variables to the baseline model (objective 2). Model 1 estimated the effects of time/cannabis use session, gender, type of cannabis (flower=0 vs. concentrate=1), THC concentration, CBD concentration, and dose on the latent change factor. Model 2 included the same predictor variables and also estimated the interaction of THC X CBD on the latent change factor.

Finally, to address our third objective, for each type of episode (headache/migraine), multilevel modeling (MLM) with repeated measures was used to describe (1) changes in baseline severity ratings across time/cannabis use sessions, and (2) changes in cannabis doses as a function of time/number of sessions. In these unconditional models, cannabis use session was centered at Time 1 so that the intercept (Time 0) represented the first session in each model. The fixed and random linear effects of time/cannabis use session were first estimated. Additional models added fixed and random quadratic effects of time/cannabis use session. All multilevel models were fit using SAS Proc Mixed, with maximum likelihood estimation and incomplete data treated using missing at random assumptions.

Results

Objective 1: Overall Change in Severity

Headache

As shown in Table 2, initial analyses revealed that headache ratings decreased in the vast majority of tracked sessions. Examining changes by gender, we found that significantly more sessions involving headache reduction were reported by men than by women (Men=90.9% vs. Women=89.1%), χ^2(1)=10.87, p=.001, and significantly more sessions involving headache exacerbation (i.e., worsening of symptoms) were reported by women than by men (Women=2.9% vs. Men=1.8%), χ^2(1)=16.28, p < .001. There were no gender differences in the percentage of cannabis use sessions in which users reported no change in headache severity (Women=8.1% vs. Men=7.4%), χ^2(1)=2.03, p=.15.

Table 2

Changes in Symptom Severity
As shown in Table 2, migraine ratings also decreased in the vast majority of tracked sessions. A similar percentage of men and women reported symptom reduction (Men=87.3% vs. Women=88.6%), $\chi^2(1)=2.47$, $p=.12$, and exacerbation (Men=2.9% vs. Women=3.2%), $\chi^2(1)=0.62$, $p=.43$. Significantly more men than women reported no change in severity (Men=9.9% vs. Women=8.2%), $\chi^2(1)=5.50$, $p=.02$.

Objective 2: Predictors of Change in Severity

Headache

As shown in Table 2 and Figure 3, headache ratings were reduced by 47.3% following cannabis use. In line with this, results of the baseline LCS model indicated that the mean of the latent change factor was negative and statistically significant ($\mu_\Delta$=-3.06, $SE=0.18$, $p<.001$), suggesting a significant reduction in headache severity from before to after using cannabis. The variance parameter of the latent change factor was statistically significant (estimate=4.74, $p<.001$), which indicates that there were significant individual differences in reductions in headache severity. There was also a significant covariance between the headache severity ratings before using cannabis and the latent change factor (estimate=-2.24, $p<.001$), indicating that more severe headache episodes are associated with greater reductions in headache severity.

![Figure 3](image-url)

Each bar represents the mean with standard error bars representing standard deviations. Severity ratings could range from 0 (none) to 10 (extreme), * indicates significant difference, $p<.001$.

The results of the conditional LCS models are displayed in Table 3. Both models suggest that reduction in headache severity ratings were associated with time/cannabis use session, gender, and type of cannabis used (flower vs. concentrate). Specifically, later headache episodes were associated with less of a decrease in symptoms following cannabis use compared to earlier episodes ($\beta=0.13$, $SE=0.05$, $p<.010$), indicating that some tolerance to the effects of cannabis on headache reduction may occur as a function of repeated use. Further, women (coded 1) reported less of a decrease in headache severity than men ($\beta=0.12$, $SE=0.05$, $p=.010$). Moreover, sessions in which a concentrate was used were associated with a greater reduction in headache ratings than sessions in which flower was used ($\beta=-0.09$, $SE=0.02$, $p<.001$). There were no main effects of THC concentration, CBD concentration, or dose on headache reduction in any of the models. Model 2 further indicated no THC X CBD interaction on headache reduction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symptom</th>
<th>% Sessions Symptom Reduction</th>
<th>% Sessions Symptom Exacerbation</th>
<th>% Sessions No Symptom Change</th>
<th>Baseline Severity Rating</th>
<th>Post Cannabis Use Severity Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Headache</td>
<td>89.9%</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td>7.7%</td>
<td>$M=5.79$ $SD=1.81$</td>
<td>$M=2.74$ $SD=1.88$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Migraine</td>
<td>88.1%</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
<td>$M=6.65$ $SD=2.08$</td>
<td>$M=3.30$ $SD=2.43$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Migraine

As shown in Table 2 and Figure 3, mean migraine ratings were reduced by 49.6%, following cannabis use. Further, results of the baseline model for migraine episodes indicated that the mean of the latent change factor was negative and statistically significant ($\mu = -3.35$, $SE = 0.33$, $p < .001$), suggesting a significant reduction in migraine severity from before to after cannabis use. The variance parameter of the latent change factor was significant (estimate = 7.06, $p < .001$), which indicates that there were significant individual differences in reductions in migraine severity ratings. There was a significant covariance between the severity ratings before cannabis use and the latent change factor (estimate = -2.75, $p < .001$), indicating that more severe migraine episodes were associated with greater reductions in migraine ratings. The results of the conditional LCS models are displayed in Table 4. Contrary to the results of the headache models, they revealed no significant predictors of reductions in migraine severity ratings.

Table 4

LCS Models Predicting Change in Migraine Severity Ratings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th></th>
<th>Model 2</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time/Cannabis Use Session</td>
<td>$b$</td>
<td>$SE$</td>
<td>$b$</td>
<td>$SE$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.13*</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.13*</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (women=1)</td>
<td>0.12*</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.12*</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type (concentrate=1)</td>
<td>-0.09***</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-0.09***</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THC (centered)</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBD (centered)</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dose (centered)</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THC X CBD</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Objective 3. Changes in Baseline Severity and Dose Across Time

Headache

The results of a MLM predicting change in baseline headache ratings as a function of time/cannabis use sessions revealed no significant change ($b = 0.002$, $SE = 0.003$, $p = .415$). Polynomial terms were also estimated but did not reveal significant quadratic effects. Moreover, independent examinations of sessions involving the use of flower and sessions involving the use of concentrates revealed that baseline headache ratings remained static across time/cannabis use sessions for each type of cannabis.

A second MLM revealed a significant increase in dose across time/cannabis use sessions ($b = 0.04$, $SE = 0.009$, $p < .001$). Given the significant effect of cannabis type in predicting change in headache severity, additional exploratory analyses were conducted to examine changes in dose.
across time/cannabis use sessions for flower and concentrates separately. The results indicated that dose increased across time/cannabis use sessions involving flower ($b=0.04$, $SE=0.009$, $p<.001$). In contrast, dose deceased significantly across time/cannabis use sessions involving use of concentrates ($b=-0.01$, $SE=0.003$, $p<.001$).

**Migraine**

Consistent with the results of the headache analyses, the results of a MLM predicting change in baseline migraine severity as a function of time/cannabis use sessions revealed no significant change in baseline migraine ratings ($b=0.0004$, $SE=0.002$, $p=.770$). Polynomial terms were also estimated but did not reveal significant quadratic effects. Once again, independent examinations of sessions involving the use of flower and sessions involving the use of concentrates revealed that baseline migraine ratings remained static across time/cannabis use sessions for each type of cannabis. Finally, a second MLM revealed a significant increase in dose across time/cannabis use sessions ($b=0.04$, $SE=0.01$, $p=.001$).

**Discussion**

**Objective 1. Overall Change in Severity**

The primary objective of this study was to examine effects of inhaled cannabis on headache and migraine severity. Results revealed that for the vast majority of cannabis use sessions, patients reported reductions in headache (89.9%) and migraine severity (88.1%). Moreover, a 47.3% decrease in headache severity and a 49.6% decrease in migraine severity were reported following cannabis use. These results suggest that inhaled cannabis reduces the perceived severity of headache and migraine by nearly 50%.

**Objective 2. Predictors of Change in Severity**

Gender, type of cannabis (flower vs. concentrate), and time/cannabis use session predicted change in headache ratings. In contrast, none of the predictors accounted for a significant portion of change in migraine severity ratings. While the failure to detect predictors of change in migraine ratings was somewhat surprising, power was substantially higher to detect significant predictors using the headache session data (12,293 sessions) than the migraine session data (7,441 sessions). Nevertheless, the null results indicate that cannabis reduces migraine severity regardless of the type, dose, THC or CBD content.

Comparisons of men and women revealed that more women than men reported headache exacerbation, and more men than women reported headache reduction, following cannabis use. Moreover, men reported larger reductions in headache severity following cannabis use than did women. While these findings contradict our hypothesis, they corroborate previous findings demonstrating that smoked cannabis produced greater analgesia in men than women. Nevertheless, the size of the gender differences in the present study are quite small, with differences of only 1.1% and 1.8% in the percentage of men and women who reported headache exacerbation and reduction, respectively. Similarly, the regression coefficient of 0.12 for gender indicates that the size of reduction in headache between men and women differs by only 0.12/10 units. A similarly sized coefficient for gender ($b=0.11$) predicting change in migraine severity was detected but was not statistically significant, likely because there were substantially fewer migraine episodes to analyze. Therefore, while gender was found to moderate some of the headache results, the size of these effects may limit their practical value.

While use of cannabis flower was associated with significant reductions in headache ratings, use of concentrates was associated with significantly larger reductions in these ratings. To date, almost no research has examined the health effects of concentrates and as such this finding is entirely novel. Given that concentrates are far more potent than flower, it is tempting to think that this effect may reflect their potency. However, the absence of significant dose effects argues against this explanation. Alternatively, it is possible that the cannabis concentrate findings are less reliable given that they represented a minority of the complete dataset (3.4% of headache episodes). Given that concentrates are becoming increasingly popular and available, future research on their health effects is urgently needed.

Results of analyses examining THC and CBD contradicted our hypothesis that THC and CBD would interact to predict the perceived analgesic effects of cannabis. Given the high degree of power afforded by the extremely large datasets and the use of validated THC and CBD content...
information, these results argue against differences in the efficacy of cannabis with varying concentrations of THC and CBD in reducing headache/migraine. Moreover, these results converge with previous research demonstrating no impact of cannabis strain on therapeutic effect\(^2\) and no significant difference in preference among strains with differing THC and CBD content in patients using cannabis for headache and migraine.\(^2\) It is also important to note that cannabis contains hundreds of other phytocannabinoids besides THC and CBD, plus terpenes and flavonoids that may contribute to its medicinal properties. Unfortunately, documentation of other cannabis constituents was too sparse in the present dataset for us to conduct analyses exploring their therapeutic potential. Nevertheless, our findings indicate that medical cannabis patients can use factors other than THC and CBD content to guide their cannabis selection.

Results also revealed no effects of dose of inhaled cannabis on change in headache/migraine severity. These results may reflect the tendency for cannabis users to self-titrate once optimal effects are achieved, and the possibility that users who differ in experience with cannabis and/or body mass require different doses to achieve those same optimal effects.

**Objective 3. Changes in Baseline Severity and Dose Across Time**

We also investigated long-term consequences of using cannabis to treat headache and migraine. First, we examined evidence for change in perceived efficacy of cannabis over time in an attempt to explore whether tolerance or sensitization to its effects develops. The results revealed that reductions in headache ratings diminished as a function of time/cannabis use sessions, suggesting that tolerance may develop with repeated use of the drug. In contrast, time/cannabis use sessions were unrelated to change in migraine ratings, which is consistent with previous research\(^1\) and suggests cannabis remains an effective treatment for migraines with repeated use.

Another index of tolerance is the need for larger quantities of the drug to achieve the same effects. Consistent with this, results of the MLM examining change in dose indicate that increased doses were used across time/cannabis use sessions for both headache and migraine. This indicates that patients are using larger doses to achieve smaller therapeutic effects on headache across time and similar therapeutic effects on migraine across time. However, further exploratory analyses indicate that these dose escalations may be specific to cannabis flower, as dose of concentrate used to treat headache decreased across time/cannabis use sessions. The latter finding is surprising given that one might expect tolerance to develop more quickly with higher potency concentrates. However, there is evidence that other phytocannabinoids and terpenes present in cannabis flower are reduced in some concentrates and that these additional components may buffer effects of ingested cannabis flower.\(^5\) This means that the effects we observed may not be indicative of tolerance development but rather a differential "dialing in" process between those who use flower and those who use concentrates. Nonetheless, given that only a minority of sessions involved concentrate use, this result should be interpreted cautiously until further systematic research has been conducted.

Finally, we examined changes in baseline symptom ratings (i.e., ratings of headache/migraine severity before each cannabis use session) across time/cannabis use sessions to explore whether repeated use of cannabis to manage headache/migraine would result in medication overuse headache. Results revealed no significant changes in baseline severity of headaches or migraines across cannabis use sessions. This was true for flower sessions, concentrate sessions, and both types of sessions combined. These findings are encouraging given that medication overuse headache occurs in approximately 15% of migraine patients taking conventional medications.\(^25,28\)

**Limitations and Strengths**

Limitations of the study include possible sampling bias and the lack of a placebo control group. Concretely, the sample likely over-represents individuals who find cannabis effective in reducing headache/migraine severity, as those who do not find it effective would be unlikely to continue to use cannabis and the Strainprint\(^\text{TM}\) app. Further, it is unclear what percentage of the samples represented new users vs. experienced users. As such, the degree to which users in our samples have already developed tolerance to cannabis is unclear. Moreover, it was not possible to obtain a placebo control group. Thus, it is likely that some of the efficacy of cannabis in reducing headache and migraine severity can be attributed to expectancy effects. Nevertheless, our results demonstrating beneficial effects of cannabis on headache and migraine are consistent with the results of one randomized, double-blind study showing that nabilone (a synthetic cannabinoid)
These limitations are offset by several strengths. First, the data were obtained from a large sample of medical cannabis patients using a wide variety of cannabis strains in their natural environment. As such, the results have high ecological validity and should translate to other cannabis patients inhaling various strains of cannabis in their own environment to treat these conditions. Moreover, the Strainprint™ app was developed to aid medical cannabis patients in identifying the strains and doses of cannabis that optimally reduce their symptoms and the vast majority of users were likely unaware that their data are being used for scientific investigation. This would reduce explicit response bias stemming from some medical cannabis patients’ desire to portray cannabis as an effective medicine to the scientific community.

### Conclusions

The present study indicates that inhaled cannabis reduces headache and migraine severity ratings by approximately 50%. Repeated use of cannabis is associated with tolerance to its effects, making tolerance a risk factor for the use of cannabis to treat headache and migraine. However, cannabis does not lead to the medication overdose headache that is associated with other conventional treatments, meaning that use of cannabis does not make headaches or migraines worse over time. Future double-blind, placebo controlled clinical trials are warranted and will help to rule out placebo effects and provide a more controlled examination of dose, type of cannabis, THC, CBD, and THC x CBD interactions.
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